1987 bmw 325es

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. It had over a half
dozen different four or six-cylinder engines, including a diesel, and models ranged from the
humble hp to the mighty mph M3 Sport Evo. The number of E30 models can be daunting, but
one universal characteristic is a balanced chassis and sharp, predictable handling thanks to
MacPherson struts up front and the semi-trailing arm rear suspension. The tradition of bad
behavior at the back end of a BMW has been allowed to lapse. Daily driving a sorted one is
perfectly feasible. The E30 underwent dozens of changes throughout its production run and the
car varied from market to market, but one major change came in with new bumpers and other
styling tweaks as well as a change from the M10 four-cylinder engine to the improved M40 and
the introduction of the wagon body style. For example, a i was a BMW 3-Series with a 1.
Transmissions for E30 models, meanwhile, included Getrag 4- or 5-speed boxes as well as ZF
automatics. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview
Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The ES, like its
more powerful IS sibling, featured a number of performance and cosmetic upgrades. A
limited-slip differential was standard, along with firmer shocks and springs. The body received
the generous front air dam seen in the top photo, along with a subdued rear lip spoiler. The
interior benefitted from thickly-bolstered leather sport seats, the upgraded Premium Sound
stereo package and more. This one retains all of those features and the paint shines nicely. The
seller notes it has lived under a car cover and the paint remains original. While most
enthusiasts will tell you to hold out for a is, the es features a torque-rich motor that responds
very well to a stroker build. It makes a wicked noise, too. Worth a watch with no reserve. This
sure is a red beauty. I know nothing about BMWs and how durable their manual transmissions
are. On this car, I would be concerned about 5th gear synchronizer wear with so many highway
driven miles. With the torque of the 2. Most of the ESs I saw were 4 doors, but the 2 door looks
better. This is a nice one. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: BMW. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Miguel. This is not
the type of car I think of when I think of Montana. Todd Zuercher. This must be the nicest ES in
existence. Cuda Dave. Longroof Survivor: Pontiac Executive Safari. No Reserve: Chevrolet
Corvette. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Images are general in nature and
may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. It had over a half dozen different four or
six-cylinder engines, including a diesel, and models ranged from the humble hp to the mighty
mph M3 Sport Evo. The number of E30 models can be daunting, but one universal characteristic
is a balanced chassis and sharp, predictable handling thanks to MacPherson struts up front and
the semi-trailing arm rear suspension. The tradition of bad behavior at the back end of a BMW
has been allowed to lapse. Daily driving a sorted one is perfectly feasible. The E30 underwent
dozens of changes throughout its production run and the car varied from market to market, but
one major change came in with new bumpers and other styling tweaks as well as a change from
the M10 four-cylinder engine to the improved M40 and the introduction of the wagon body style.
For example, a i was a BMW 3-Series with a 1. Transmissions for E30 models, meanwhile,
included Getrag 4- or 5-speed boxes as well as ZF automatics. For all Hagerty Insurance clients:
The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed
value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the
value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy,
please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. The car enhanced the best features of its predecessor, the i, and
added new technology, making this new 3 Series model the hot car of the s. Suggested vehicles
Specification comparison Related news. In BMW introduced the e, the second iteration in a long
line of sports sedans known as the 3 Series. Early in the decade, gasoline price hikes and
shortages forced car manufacturers to rethink engine technology. The new 6-cylinder engine in
the e effectively addressed the concerns for fuel economy with the desire for performance.
Later in the decade increased power was in demand and BMW supplied these cars with the 'i'
engine. Both of these engines featured a single overhead cam, and very high torque, producing
great performance and gas mileage. BMW used the latest technology to enhance the
MacPherson strut front suspension and semi-trailing arm rear suspension as well as stiffen the
chassis. This new 3 Series featured electronic engine management, four-wheel disc brakes, and

improved ergonomics, all in a body shell designed for occupant safety and aerodynamic
efficiency. In the later s, the 3 Series was produced as both a two-door and four-door for the
first time. This car also spawned the first-generation M3, winner of many races and owners'
hearts alike. The strong interest in the four-door model helped make the 3 Series the most
popular car in BMW history to date. These cars were sold in various states of tune and body
configuration through For , a iC Convertible body style joined the 3-Series lineup which
consisted of two- and four-door sedans. Two other models also joined the list, the is two-door,
and the i four-door. The e two-door and es four-door luxury versions continued. The
three-series was introduced as a replacement for the popular BMW The first three-series
internally referred to as the E21, rolled off the production line on May 2, , and was an instant
success. The first year, BMW's worldwide production of vehicles neared ,, an increase of almost
37, vehicles from the prior year. In the three-series was available for sale in the United States,
bringing production even higher. The i borrowed many of the style cues from the BMW such as
the distinctive forward-leaning grille. Both were two-door sedans but the i had a slightly wider
stance and was 1. Disc brakes were placed on the front while the rear had drums. The
suspension was MacPherson struts in the front and trailing arm in the back. Under the hood sat
a 2. The Getrag four-speed manual gearbox was standard but a ZF three-speed automatic was
optional. In , the engine decreased in size to 1. To cope with emission regulations, a three-way
catalyst was adapted to the vehicle; however, this reduced the horsepower rating to At the close
of , the E21 production ceased to make room for the next-generation 3-series, the E The E30
brought with it many improvements in styling and mechanical features, but it also costs nearly
twice as much as the vehicle it replaced. The replacement came in the form of the three-series E
The E36 was the first major departure from the design, styling, and proportions of the BMW
When comparing the E36 with the E30, it was larger, wider, and slightly bigger in every
dimension. The windshield was slightly slanted, rather than the straight-up design of the
previous models. The aerodynamics further improved and as a side-benefit, reduced road and
wind noise. With the increase in vehicle size, the interior room increased for passengers and the
engine compartment could accommodate larger engines. The front suspension was still
MacPherson strut design but the rear suspension received a new 'Z-axle' featuring a multilink
system. The rack-and-pinion steering, disc brakes, and ABS were carried over from the E Under
the hood lurked a new valve dual-overhead-cam aluminum six-cylinder engine capable of
producing horsepower. When equipped with a five-speed transmission, the i could propel from
zero-to-sixty in 6. The BMW 3 Series established the compact sports sedan segment and laid
the foundation stone for the worlds most successful premium model series. In the medium-size
class it is considered the embodiment of the sports sedan and has maintained this leading role
for many years unchallenged at the top BMW 3 Series sedan engines: fascinating drive
technology spanning five vehicle generations. In , the sporty midrange BMW 3 Series
established a new vehicle category. Innovative engines rendered it a forerunner for
state-of-the-art technology. For 36 years now, the BMW 3 Series has profited more than almost
any other model series from its fascinating drive technology. During a period spanning five
generations, BMW 3 Series engines have time and time again been pioneers of innovative
technology and milestones in engine construction. As a result, the four and six-cylinder power
units, each of them having been the most modern of their time, Land Rover. Engine Specs.
Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars. Lower
emissions, more power and improved fuel efficiency. Array of new driver assistant systems.
Fresh, modern design redefines the X family aesthetic. Superior refinement and technology
from all-new interior. TwinPower and M Performance engines deliver dynamism and efficienc All
rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to production. Something that is
heard quite a lot lately in the classic car community is that all the good deals are gone. Sadly,
the days are over for buying those icons of the s for that little money. It does not matter if there
is ever a market correction, the cheap old days for those cars and others of that era are over.
But all is not lost as there is another era that has up until recently been largely ignored, and that
era is the s. That was a time when many landmark cars were created, and they now just are
being noticed by collectors. One such example is the BMW E30 3-series. The well-equipped
interior looks to be a good condition. The E30 3-series was possibly the most important car ever
for the BMW brand. Sure, the M1 was amazing as was the long-ago The 3-series is still the most
important car for BMW, largely because they have sold more of them than any other model. That
is all nice history, but the best part about the E30 3-series BMW is that it is currently very
affordable. The ES is the sporting model of the e with an uprated sports suspension, a great
front spoiler and an interior featuring Recaro sport seats. The inline-6 is known for its long-lived
durability. This example, located in Hailey, Idaho, looks to be in amazing condition with nice

paint, an excellent interior and the dealer says in the ClassicCars. The mileage may sound high
at just over , miles, but those who know the E30 cars will tell you they can easily double that
mileage. This car is loaded with every available option including a 5-speed manual
transmission, power everything, sunroof and leather. The lesson here that there are still plenty
of great deals out there. You just have to move forward a few eras. However, I am old enough to
remember when the E30 was being sold new. In those days, the general consensus about the
ES which was not only applied to the 3 Series was that it was a performance dud â€” having
been designed for economy and emissions compliance. The iS was touted as the one to buy.
Used car guides published in my country Australia usually advise against buying the ES to
avoid an inevitable disappointment. Thanks Mike and Max. I know Mike that they are not the
fastest thing out there but they did get the suspension from the IS and they are also a lot
cheaper than the IS in comparable condition. I like this car because it looked to be such a great
value in a nice BMW, slow maybe but also remember that the ES also has the ability to get as
much as 32 MPG and is still a great handling car with terrific build quality. All that made it a
good pick for me. Thanks again for the comments! What is puzzling, is that everything but the
front spoiler is authentic on the version pictured. Its red with natural leather interior and a new
top. I know it is a year later but that spoiler is the correct one for an ES,the IS had two more
lower cooling ducts added. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Pick of the Day.
By Andy Reid. July 9, The BMW ES features a deep and dramatic front spoiler Something that is
heard quite a lot lately in the classic car community is that all the good deals are gone. The
well-equipped interior looks to be a good condition The E30 3-series was possibly the most
important car ever for the BMW brand. The inline-6 is known for its long-lived durability This
example, located in Hailey, Idaho, looks to be in amazing condition with nice paint, an excellent
interior and the dealer says in the ClassicCars. Andy Reid Andy Reid's first car, purchased at
age 15, was a Fiat coupe. Since then, he has owned more than carsâ€”none of them normal or
reasonableâ€”as well as numerous classic motorcycles and scooters. A veteran of film,
television, advertising and helping to launch a few Internet-based companies, Reid was a
columnist for Classic Motorsports magazine for 12 years and has written for several other
publications. He is considered an expert in European sports and luxury cars and is a respected
concours judge. He lives in Canton, Connecticut. Thanks for the great write up Andy! Whats a i
bmw roadster convertable worth? Recent Posts. Gooding hits another percent auction of Phil
Hill mementos February 23, All rights reserved. This BMW es coupe is powered by a S52 3.
Around miles have been added since the completion of the build. This Spowered E30 coupe is
sold with an accident-free Carfax and a clean Maryland title. A glass-out repaint in the original
Delphin grey was conducted in , and European-market bumpers were installed by a previous
owner. A full M-Tech 1 body kit was sourced by the seller from France, and includes front and
rear valences, side skirts, and a rear spoiler. Originally tan, the interior was refinished with
black carpeting and door cards, and Cardinal Red leather seats. A factory onboard computer
and cassette radio can be found in the center control stack. A refurbished M Tech 2 steering
wheel replaces the original piece and stainless-trimmed gauges include an rpm tachometer. The
reset odometer shows miles. The leather upholstery shows some burnishing on the front and
side thigh bolsters. A few stains can be seen on the rear bench. Select details of the rebuild
include Metric Mechanic. An M50 intake manifold and Bimmerworld intake boot were also
installed. Around miles have been driven on the refreshed motor, which was dyno-tuned at
Markert Motorworks in Atlanta with a quoted power output of hp at the wheels. The ZF 5-Speed
transmission was rebuilt with new seals and upgraded shift pin detents, and installed with a
lightweight flywheel, and new clutch and pressure plate. The full details of the build are
documented in a list included in the gallery. The wheel bearings were replaced and brake
calipers rebuild, and a new master cylinder is assisted by a Porsche booster. The 2. The
steering ratio was improved with a rebuilt E36 steering rack. A walk-around and engine start can
be seen in the videos below. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment
flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the
auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the
vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with
2006 lincoln navigator firing order
1967 honda 90
mazdaspeed 6 vvt actuator replacement
any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate
April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T.

Advertise on BaT. The factory toolkit is located under the rear decklid. Filed under: 3 series ,
3-series , e You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your real-time
updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been
reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm your
bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me
in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage
in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a
bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting
Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 2, at PM PT.

